JAMES L. Baldwin
Attorney at law
September 19, 2016

Local Boundary Commission Staff
550 W. 7th Avenue, Suite 1640
Anchorage, AK 99501
Re: RESPONDENTS NATIVE VILLAGES OF EKUK, CLARK’S
POINT, AND PORTAGE CREEK, AND CITY OF CLARK’S
POINT – SUPPLEMENTARY COMMENTS ON
PRELIMINARY STAFF REPORT REGARDING
CONSOLIDATED ANNEXATION PETITIONS OF CITIES OF
DILLINGHAM AND MANOKOTAK.

Dear Mr. Williams:
This letter will serve as respondents Native Villages of Ekuk, Portage Creek, and Clark’s Point and
the City of Clark’s Point supplementary comments to the preliminary staff report regarding the
consolidated annexation petitions of Dillingham and Manokotak.1 Eastside Respondents submitted
comments by the July 15, 2016, the deadline set by the chairman of the Local Boundary Commission.
The chair extended the comment period until September 19, 2016. Eastside Respondents reaffirm and
supplement their earlier comments on the staff’s preliminary report and now additionally address
Commissioner Chris Hladick’s letter dated July 15, 2016 which was posted on the commission’s website
along with comments submitted by the public.
1. Commissioner Hladick’s letter should be given less weight than the detailed analysis of the
commission’s own staff.
Commissioner Hladick’s letter purports to set out findings and recommendations of the
Department of Commerce, Community and Economic Development. The department’s regulations
provide an opportunity for respondents and interested parties to comment on the department’s
preliminary report and recommendations before the department issues its final report. But because
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We have been referring to this group as the “eastside respondents” to distinguish us from the other respondents
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Commissioner Hladick’s letter was submitted on the last day of the comment period, respondents and
members of the public were unable to address his recommendations.
Commissioner Hladick describes his views as the findings and recommendations of the
department. The staff, also speaking for the department, recommends denial of both annexation
petitions. The commissioner disagrees with the findings and recommendations of the commission’s
staff, and recommends approval of both petitions but only after Manokotak’s is substantially amended.
The staff report contains an extensive discussion and analysis in support of its findings and
recommendations. The commissioner does not discuss the basis for his recommendations, except to say
that he has “familiarity with these issues from a local perspective” since he served as Dillingham’s city
manager for seven years.
Commissioner Hladick’s letter to Chair Chrystal states that he is “providing DCCED’s comments”
on the pending annexation petitions. Further, he makes his comments, recommendations and findings
as the Commissioner of the department. It is difficult to read his letter as anything other than
Commissioner Hladick’s articulation of the department’s recommendation to the Local Boundary
Commission. According to regulation, the department’s report must contain the department’s findings
and recommendations regarding petitions.2 If the Commissioner’s letter had been in agreement with
the staff’s preliminary report, Eastside Respondents would not be quite so concerned. But in fact, the
department’s findings and recommendations as stated by Commissioner Hladick are in conflict with the
department’s findings and recommendations as set out in the staff’s preliminary report.
The Commissioner’s version of the department’s recommendation appears intended to
neutralize the preliminary recommendations made by the commission’s professional staff and leaves all
respondents, and possibly the commission itself, unclear as to the state’s position regarding the pending
annexation petitions. The commission’s regulations are designed so that the preliminary report will
contain a definitive statement of the state’s position on the consolidated petitions. The state’s analysis
of the petitions and responding briefs assists the respondents in understanding what issues must be
dealt with on the way to a final decision. In this case, there is a substantial failure of the department to
adhere to the regulations and to arrive at a single set of findings and recommendations. As a result,
without a clear indication of the state’s position on the pending petitions, all respondents must devote
considerably more time and resources preparing their case for hearing than would otherwise be
required.
Eastside Respondents interpret the commissioner’s recommendations as counseling the
commission to approve Dillingham’s petition, meaning that all of 400 square miles of the Nushagak
Commercial Salmon District would be annexed by that city. He recommends that the commission
amend Manokotak’s petition to delete Tract B which contains waters of the Igushik section of the
Nushagak Commercial Salmon District. The commissioner reasons that these actions would permit the
commission to approve both petitions. His attempt to harmonize the two petitions, however, reflects a
lack of understanding of Manokotak’s petition and its issues. Removal of Tract B would leave
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Manokotak with parcels that are detached from the core area of the city. Moreover, Tract B is an
integral part of Manokotak’s petition inasmuch as it would provide sales tax revenue to finance the
provision of city services for the existing city and the new territory added through annexation.
Eastside Respondents support the staff’s preliminary recommendation that both petitions be
disapproved. This would avoid dividing Manokotak into disjointed enclaves and prevent the overreach
occasioned by Dillingham’s petition to obtain over 400 square miles of waters of the region. The staff’s
preliminary recommendation would preserve the status quo so that the possibility of incorporating a
new borough can be considered by the leaders of the region.
Eastside Respondents believe that the support of residents of the region for creation of a
borough government is directly linked to whether they perceive it will benefit their communities.
Eastside Respondents do not agree with Commissioner Hladick and Dillingham that allowing that city to
annex Nushagak Bay and levy a raw fish sales tax provides an incentive to later create a new borough in
the region. Eastside Respondents believe that the opposite is true. Dillingham’s plan to levy a raw fish
sales tax will take the revenues necessary to make a borough feasible, and Dillingham will never
surrender the power to levy such a tax in favor of the borough. Eastside Respondents believe that
residents of the region will support a reasonable amount of taxation to pay for necessary regional
services. But it is a bitter pill to swallow, making it wise to take this medicine only once, and in a
tolerable dosage.
Additionally, Eastside Respondents disagree with Commissioner Hladick’s reliance on the
commission’s December 2011 finding that area sought to be annexed by Dillingham is appropriate for
city government because Dillingham is the area’s hub and that the annexation would encourage
borough formation. Eastside Respondents support the staff’s conclusion that the commission must
make new findings on all the regulatory standards based on the facts and circumstances presented in
the current petitions and on new information and arguments that the commission finds relevant and
persuasive.
2. The staff’s preliminary finding that territory sought by Dillingham is too large for city
government is strengthened by historical precinct boundaries set out in regulation that
separate Dillingham from Clark’s Point, Ekuk and Portage Creek.
The staff recommends that the petitions be denied because they include territory that is beyond
the scope and scale appropriate for the Dillingham and Manokotak city governments. Eastside
Respondents agree that at least with regards to Dillingham, the territory proposed for annexation is well
beyond what was ever contemplated for city government.3
Dillingham points to other cities that include substantial amounts of water within their
boundaries. But none of these examples has as large an area or conflicting territorial claims by other
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Ekuk et al continues to oppose Manokotak’s petition, but primarily because Ekuk believes a borough is the
preferred governmental unit for the area. Manokotak’s proposed new city boundaries do not necessarily exceed
the scope of city government as compared to other cities in the state.
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cities, tribes, and persons with shared interests of a regional scale. Dillingham’s proposal to annex the
entire Nushagak Bay, portions of which abut other communities and are historically, politically and
economically associated with other communities, is unprecedented. The scope would have been more
reasonable if Dillingham had restricted its proposed new territory to include only the Wood River Special
Salmon Harvest Area, for example.
The staff’s preliminary report’s finding in this area is strengthened by the fact that the proposed
Dillingham annexation would move well past established governmental boundaries that distinguish the
communities of Dillingham from the communities of Clark’s Point, Ekuk, and Portage Creek. The prime
example involves the longstanding boundaries of the Clark’s Point State of Alaska Voting Precinct No.
37-710.4 The boundaries of that precinct are set by 6 AAC 337.710 adopted by the Division of Elections,
and provide a clear, long standing demarcation between communities. These precinct boundaries were
adopted to implement state redistricting plans and have been in substantially the same location for
many election cycles.
At one point the northern boundary of the Clark’s Point Precinct was also an election district
boundary line between Dillingham and Clark’s Point which placed each city and the neighboring villages
in different election districts.5 The 2012 Amended Proclamation Plan had Clark’s Point, Ekuk and
Portage Creek in Aleutians/Bethel District 37 while Dillingham and Manokotak were in District 36
Dillingham/Iliamna. Dillingham was reunited with the Nushagak Bay communities in the 2013
redistricting plan, but the precinct boundaries continued to separate the City of Clark’s Point from the
City of Dillingham. Precinct boundaries between these communities are identical in the 2002, 2012 and
2013 redistricting plans and possibly even earlier election cycles. The precinct boundaries demonstrate
that Dillingham and Clark’s Point are distinct communities with the waters of the Nushagak River, outer
bay and eastern shore consistently considered to be a part of the communities of Clark’s Point, Ekuk,
and Portage Creek.
The staff should recognize these historical boundaries that separate communities, and continue
to recommend to the commission that Dillingham’s petition to annex all of Nushagak Bay be denied.
3. Recently discovered facts confirm that certain territory in Nushagak Bay must be reserved
to protect the taxing power of the City of Clark’s point.
Now that the 2016 fishing season has ended, it has become clear that the City of Clark’s Point
must extend its boundaries to include enough new territory to cover the presumed anchorage for
floating processors, which for many years have anchored and processed red salmon within Clark’s Point
city limits. A state imposed tax on this commercial activity is an important source of revenue for the city
of Clark’s Point.6 City boundaries were originally established to include deep waters to the North of the
city which were traditionally used for this purpose, but the effects of erosion and silting has forced a
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Exhibit V is a copy of a map of this precinct which can be found on the Division of Election’s webpage under
“election resources”.
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The 2012 redistricting plan election district and precinct maps and be found at
https://www.elections.alaska.gov/er.php.
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See AS 43.75.130 refund of fisheries business tax revenue to municipalities in the unorganized borough.
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